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i have a problem with time zone settings in windows
10. sometimes my time zone is set to “central
europe standard time” but the date and time are set
to “central europe daylight time”. i’m not an expert
in windows, so i don’t know if this is a known issue.
but i’d like to see if anyone else is experiencing this
problem. i have an issue with a windows 10
computer where the computer automatically
restarts when i use the task manager to kill a
process. “the process ‘taskmgr’ (nt
authority\system) has terminated unexpectedly.” it
looks like windows is crashing, but there’s nothing
interesting in the system event log. it just shows
that the process failed. i have been having a
problem with the file history since the last update to
windows 10. the problem occurred after installing
kb3035583, and has continued to occur after
installing other updates. now after a lengthy amount
of time, the file history will start working for about 5
minutes and then stop and the icon will go away.
when i get a file history notification it is giving me
the “the requested action has been deleted.” error.
this also causes me to lose a week’s worth of work
in documents. i have a problem with a windows 10
computer where the computer automatically
restarts when i use the task manager to kill a
process. “the process ‘taskmgr’ (nt
authority\system) has terminated unexpectedly.” it
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looks like windows is crashing, but there’s nothing
interesting in the system event log. it just shows
that the process failed. today we’re introducing the
ability for windows insiders to search for windows
store apps via bing. this is accessible from the all
apps view, as well as from the app list itself. if you
tap on one of the search suggestions that appear at
the top of the all apps view, you will be taken
directly to a search page where you can search for
apps by name or by category.
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when a user is signed in on the device, and they
open the start menu, select settings, and then

select update & security, the user is redirected to
the settings app. the settings app has no knowledge
of windows update in the background. when i start

my pc, the windows logo in the top left of the screen
appears on the task bar, but the screen is black and

no windows logo appears on the screen. if i press
windows + r and type powrprof.cpl and then click on
the button, i can find a message that says “ power
profile settings have been updated, but this device
has not yet restarted. restart the device. ”. i did not
install any updates. what should i do? microsoft has

been phoning in the quality of windows update
lately. system update keeps rebooting after

rebooting once. i can see the progress bars on the
screen but it always resets and tells me that

windows cannot be installed. i have tried reinstalling
and repair with no luck. how can i fix this and roll
back? i have a laptop with windows 10 pro (build
10.0.17134.10). every now and then the system
restarts, and the message "windows cannot be
installed on this device. windows could not be
installed on this device because the device is

currently in use". when this happens, i cannot boot
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the system and am left with a black screen. i can
however, turn off the machine and turn it back on

(no restart required) and the system will be running
normally again. however, this happens multiple

times a day. i have recently upgraded from windows
7 to windows 10 and have encountered issues with
my usb 3.0 port. i cannot connect a usb 3.0 hard

drive to the port and the system does not recognize
the drive as existing. how can i fix this? 5ec8ef588b
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